Selection Criteria
This Selection Criteria

1.

will be applicable for teams selected

in2O21- and onwards.

Role of the selection committee

To select any team representing Sri Lanka including Lawn tennis, Wheelchair tennis and Beach tennis

2.

SELECTION

Eligibility for selection

.
.
.
.

- See SL Tour Regulations
Juniors/ ITF Pro Circuit/ ATP /WTA points
Players with exceptional past record when representing the country in the last 2 years may be selected
directly into the team OR for trials.
Overseas based players will be considered for trials upon their request with evidence of high performance
involvement in competitive tennis

SL

Tour Rankings

ITF

For all selections (lrrespective of the size of the team), a player with ITF Junior/lTF Pro Circuit /ATP/WTA
points may be selected directly in to the team or for trials having taken in to consideration the following:-

r
o
.

The relevant points (ITF/ATP/WTA) would be converted after using the conversion criteria specified in the
SLTA Tour Regulations.
The player need not have played a localtournament to be eligible for consideration for selection.
The ployer has to log on to www.sltennis.lk player registrotion before the cut off dote for selection triols to
be considered

2.1,.1
lf

a

for the team.

Selection of Junior Teams

team comprises of

One plaver

a)

bi
c)
d)
e)

A player with an ITF Junior ranking within the Top 250 or an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000
will be selected directly in to the team.
tf there is no player fulfilling point a) above, A player will be selected directly in to the team if he/she
has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category L tournaments and has remained unbeaten against all players
in the relevant category within 12 months of the'nomination deadline.
lf there are more than L player eligible from above a) or b)trails will be played
lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials will be held with 4 players
Any player/s included in the trial process other than the SL Tour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the 4 players

Two players

a)
b)

A player with an ITF Junior ranking within the Top 250 or an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000
will be selected directly in to the team.
Player who has won Singles 2 out of 3 Category 1 tournaments in that category will be selected
directly into the team for the event, if he/she has remained unbeaten against all players eligible for
selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination deadline.

V'n

c)

same player as above' will also be selected
The player ranked no 1 at the time of selection if not the

e)

team)
players (irrespective of any player being selected directly into the
eligibility will be in addition
Ranking
Tour
sL
the
Any player/s included in the trial process other than

against all other players eligible for
directly in to the team , if he/she has remained unbeaten
selection in the relevant age group.
above, selection trials will be held with 6
d) lf team is not selected from a) b) and c) as mentioned

to the 5 PlaYers

or similar competition
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the same competition
be selected without
will
players
within 3 months from the date of event completion, the same
maV decide to play trials for the
However if the event is after 3 months the selectors
playing trials.

for consideration are'
in the team, even under such circumstances. Criteria
event
performance of the team/2nd player in the

irrt pti."
1)

results at intervening tournaments between the two events
initial trials' Trials will consist
if required, trials will be between 2nd player and 3'd player from the
for two matches. With the 2'd player needing to win only one "natch'

2\
3)

Three Plavers

a)

b)
c)

an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000
A player with an ITF Junior ranking within the Top 250 or
will be selected directly in to the team'
player who has won Singles 2 out of 3 Category 1 tournaments in that category will be selected
unbeaten against all players eligible for
directly into the team foithe event, if he/she has remained
nomination deadline'
selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the
player as above, will also be selected
The player ranked no 1 at the time of selection if not the same

d)
e)

for

all other players eligible
directly in to the team , if he/she has remained unbeaten against
selection in the relevant age group'
trials will be held with 8
lf team is not selected from a) b) and c) as mentioned above, selection
players(irrespectiveofanyplayer/sbeingselecteddirectlyintotheteam)
Ranking eligibility will be in addition
any player/s included in the trial process other than the sLTour

to the 8 PlaYers
or similar competition within
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of thc same competition
be selected without playing
3 months from the date of event completion, the same players will
to play trials for the last place
trials. However if the event is after 3 rnonths the selectors mav decide
are,
in the team, even under such circumstances. criteria for consideration
1) performance of the team/3'd player in the event

f)

2)resultsatinterveningtournamentsbetweenthetwoevents
of
3) if required, trials wilibe between 3'd player and 4'h player from the initial trials' Trials will consist
two matches. With the 3'd player needing to win only one match'
Four Plavers

a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

ranking within the top 1000
A player with an tTF Junior ranking within the Top 250 or an ATP/WTA
will be selected directly in to the team'
player who has won Singles 2 out of 3 Category 1 tournaments in that category will be selected
against all players eligible for
directly into the team for the event, if he/she has remained unbeaten
deadline'
selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination
above, will also be selected
player
as
same
the
if
not
The player ranked no 1 at the time of selection

all other players eligible for
directly in to the team , if he/she has remained unbeaten against
selection in the relevant age group
trials will be held with 8
lf team is not selected from a) b) and c) as mentioned above, Selection

players (irrespective of any player/s being selected directly into the team)
Ranking eligibility will be in addition
Any player/s included in the trial process other than the SL Tour
to the 8 PlaYers
or similar competition
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the same competition
players will be selected without
within 3 months from the date of event completion, the same

\

1)

2l
3)

playing trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors mav decide to play trials for the
last place in the team, even under such circumstances; Criteria for consideration are,
Performance of the team/4'h player in the event
Results at intervening tournaments between the two events
lf required, trials will be between 4'h player and 5th player from the initial trials. Trials will consist of
two matches. With the 4th player needin[ to win only one match.

Teams comprising more than 4 plavers

a)

c)

A player with an ITF Junior ranking within the Top 250 or an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000
will be selected directly in to the team.
Player who has won Singles 2 out of 3 Category 1 tournaments in that category will be selected
directly into the team for the event, if he/she has remained unbeaten against all players eligible for
selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination deadline.
The player ranked no 1 at the time of selection if not the same player as above, will also be selected

d)

directly in to the team , if he/she has remained unbeaten against all other players eligible for
selection in the relevant age group.
selection trials will be the number required +4 players (irrespr:ctive of any player/s being selected

b)

e)

f)
1)

2l

3)

directly into the team)
any player/s included in the trial process other tha n the SL Tour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the required number of players
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the same competition or similar competition
within 3 months from the date of event completion, the same players will be selected without
playing trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors mav decide to play trials for the
last place in the team, even under such circumstances. Criteria for consideratlon are,
performance of the team/last player in the event
results at intervening tournaments between the two events
if required, trials will be between last player and next highest player from the initialtrials. Trials will
consist of two matches. With the last player needing to win only one match.

2.L.2
lf

a

Selection of NationalTeams

team comprises of

One Plaver

a)

b)

A player with an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000 or ITF Pro circuit top 500 will be selected
directly in to the team.
lf there is no player in the atp/wta top L000 or itf 500 then A player be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category L tournaments and has remained unbeaten
against all players eligible for selection in the relevant category within L2 months of the nomination

' deadline
c) lf there are more than 1 player eligible frorn above a) or b)trails wil[ be played
d) lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials will be held with 4 players
e)

Any player/s included in the trial process other than the
to the 4 players

SL

Tour Ranking eligibility will be in addition

Two Plavers

a)

b)

c)

A player with an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000 or ITF Pro circuit top 500 will be selected
directly in to the team.
lf there is no player in the ATP/WTA top L000 or ITF 500 then A player be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category 1 tournaments and has remained unbeaten
against all players eligible for selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination
deadline
lf there are more than 1 player eligible from above a) or b) trails will be played

%
A

d)
e)

f)

lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials wiil be held with 6 players
Any player/s included in the trial process other than the SLTour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the 6 players
lf a team has to be selected forthe next round of the same competition or similar competition within
3 months from the date of event completion, the same players will be selected without playing
trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors will decide on the methodology of team
selection.
Three olavers

a)
b)

c)
d)

. e)
f)

A player with an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000 or ITF Pro circuit top 500 will be selected
directly in to the team.
lf there is no player in the atp/wta top 1000 or itf 500 then A player be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category l tournaments and has remained unbeaten
against all players eligible for selection in the relevant category within L2 months of the nomination
deadline
lf there are more than 1 player eligible from above a) or b)trails will be played
lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials will be held with 8 players
Any player/s included in the trial process other than the SLTour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the 8 players
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the sa me competition or similar competition within
3 months from the date of event completion, the same players will be selected without playing
trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors willdecide on the methodology of team
selection.

Four Plavers

a)
b)

A player with an ATP/WTA ranking within the top 1000 or ITF Pro circuit top 500 will be selected
directly in to the team.
lf there is no player in the atp/wta top 1000 or itf 500 then A player be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category L tournaments and has remained unbeaten
against all players eligible for selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination
deadline

c) lf there are more than L player eligible from above a) or b) trails will be played
d) lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials will be held with 8 players.
e)

f)

Any player/s included in the trial process other than the SLTour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the 8 players
lf the competition includes a doubles match - A player for doubles will be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Doubles in all Three category 1 tournaments and has remained unbeaten
against all pairs in any category.

g) lf the competition includes a doubles match - A player for doubles may be selected directly in to the
, team if he/she has won Doubles in 2 out of 3 category L tourrraments and has remained unbeaten
h)

against all pairs in any category.
lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the same competition or similar competition within
3 months from the date of event completion, the some players will be selected without playing
trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors will decide on the methodology of team
selection.

Teams comprising more than 4 plavers

The pool will be the number required.+4. For e.g. team of 5 the number of players in the pool will
be 9 and team of 6 number in the pool will be 10.
b) A player with an ATP/WTA ranking within the top L000 or ITF Pro circuit top 500 will be selected

a)

c)

directly in to the team.
lf there is no player in the atp/wta top L000 or itf 500 then A player be selected directly in to the
team if he/she has won Singles in 2 out of 3 category 1 tournements and has remained unbeaten

1a

d)
e)

f)
g)

against all players eligible for selection in the relevant category within 12 months of the nomination
deadline
lf there are more than 1 player eligible from above alor b)trails will be played
lf above a) or b) are not fulfilled, Selection trials will be held with number of players required as per
above
Any player/s included in the trial process other tha n the SL Tour Ranking eligibility will be in addition
to the number of players required as per above
player who has won singles 2 out of 3 Category 1 tournaments in the relevant will be selected

directly into the team.
h) lf the competition includes a doubles match - A player/pair will be selected directly in to the team
if he/she has won the Open Doubles event in all Three category 1 tottrnaments and has remained
unbeaten against all pairs in any category'
i)
lf the competition includes a doubles match - A player/pair may be selected directly in to the team
if he/she has won Doubles in 2 out of 3 category l tournaments and has remained unbeaten against
all pairs in any category.
player as above, will also
i) The player ranked no 1 in singles at the time of selection if not the same
against all other players
unbeaten
has
if
he/she
team
:'6mained
be selected directly in to the
,
eligible for selection in the relevant event.
k) lf a team has to be selected for the next round of the same competition or similar competition within
3 months from the date of event completion, the same players will be selected without playing
trials. However if the event is after 3 months the selectors will decide on the methodology of team
selection.
Notes
Above Selection criteria will be applicable for South Asian Games, Commonwealth Games, Asian
Games, Davis Cup, Fed Cup, Jr Fed Cup, Jr Davis Cup, Wo'ld Juniors Boys and Girls, ITF U12

competition.
ITF U14 Division
Competition

a

a

L and 2 individual events wilt be use the selection trials for World Junior

WTA Future stars will be SL NationalChampions (Harfl Court) singles U14 and U16 categories. lf the
same player is winner of both events the Runner-Up of the U16 category would be nominated'
Qatar U14 will be based on the ranking points on the day of submitting team nominations.
For National Teams, U18 rank number L player, irrespective of their senior ranking wlll be included
in the trials. lf the player is already eligible through the above criteria, no other player will enter
through the U18 Ranking
Any other events - Selectors will decide on the criteria for selection unless the event stipulates a pre
condition for selection.
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